


Delivering Reliable ETA



The Estimated Time of Arrival is a key factor for planning

For shippers: 

• proactive information for 

the end customer about the arrival;

• better planning and preparation 

of capacities for loading/unloading.

Sharing arrival time has advantages both for shippers and carriers:

For carriers:

• after arriving at site the 

trucks’ waiting time is

reduced;

• more effective planning of 

the next transport for the 

trucks.
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Important factors for calculation

ETA = geolocation + breaks

GPS signal ON

Breaks = planned breaks + actual breaks

Estimated Time of Arrival adds up from the time needed to 

complete a distance (determined via geolocation) and the 

breaks included during that time.

Breaks counted to ETA are all planned breaks, and the 

documented taken breaks. 

To deliver a reliable ETA:

• the planned break time needs to be entered as soon as the 

driver starts to work on a given transport order

• the actual break time as it happens needs to be entered as well

Geolocation is the GPS signal sent by the mobile device 

with the Transporeon app 

What is ETA?
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In order to send properly the geolocation

data and to calculate ETA the settings of

the mobile device require attention.

In the device’s settings set:

Mobile data: ON 

Location services 

Access to my location: ON

Automatic date & time

Use network-provided time zone

Location and Time Matters
Device settings
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Start ETA calculation:

enter Scheduled breaks when it is requested 

in the app.

Add all breaks, 

which will occur up until reaching the loading

or unloading site.

!! You must add all breaks to deliver reliable

ETA from the start of the transport. !!

Start Driving, Plan Breaks
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In case the sum of planned breaks 

changes, modify the break. Tap the 

address tile.

Tap Scheduled break. 

Modifications are mandatory for 

calculating the correct ETA.

Examples for changing the planned breaks:

• Driver exchange, different breaks – the second driver 

needs to enter his breaks as soon as possible.

• Extra break has to be taken due to prolonged delays 

at the border or standing in traffic jam – add the sum 

of the new break to the existing value.

Modify Planned Breaks
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ETA and Planned breaks – The journey plan

Start at
10:00

ETA from distance
18:00

Start at 10:00
Breaks planned until arrival: 8 hours

ETA + planned breaks
18:00 + 8 hours = 02:00

Planned break: 8 hours
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When a break is actually being taken, it must

be entered into the app.

The actually taken break will be counted

down from the amount that was planned at 

the beginning of the transport’s journey.

Tap the truck.

NOTE: you can also reach Break by clicking

„Home       ” and selecting „Vehicle Status”.

Time for a Break
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The option Break starts and stops the 

counting of actually taken breaks. 

Start the countdown of the break by tapping 

Start now.

Start the Break
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When it is time to drive again, tap the truck , 

and turn Off the timer.

NOTE: you can also reach Break by clicking „Home        ” and 

selecting „Vehicle Status”.

The length of the taken break will be deducted from the 

length of the planned break. 

Failing to document the start and end of the actual breaks

will result in a wrong ETA: it will show a much later arrival. 

In other words, the length of the break is not deducted 

from the length of planned breaks.

End of the Break
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ETA and Taken and Documented Breaks

ETA with planned
breaks: 02:00
Planned breaks: 8 hours

Arrival: 8 hours earlier
than calculated ETA

ETA with planned breaks: 02:00
Planned breaks: 8 hours

Arrival: On time

Break > On

NOT started and 
ended actual break

ETA calculated from
planned breaks only:
02:00 + 8 h = 10:00

Break > Off after eight hours

ETA calculated from planned
and taken breaks: 
02:00 + 8 h – 8 h = 02:00



Questions?
Contact Customer Services depending

on your region:
customerservices.east@transporeon.com

customerservices.west@transporeon.com

mailto:customerservices.east@transporeon.com
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